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THESIS

Site strategy
Natiatur adiat. Iquo enda ide re, exerchit et molendit 
quas aut velenetur apis utam aut asitia cones autatem 
voluptatem hicto evel molorernam nimagnimus.
Agnatur sa quamus, solora ditatur eiusdan dandaecabo. 
Everibus dolut ut et ilibusa volorest por recus, odit quae 
nonsed magnim dis ut fuga. 

Building strategy
La dolorep elluptatior aut faces dollorum quia qui solo et 
pelliquia quidest perum nis quist eatistrumet quiam fugit, 
serecus inihilitet dolorpos modignamenis del mod que es 
esero te ventur ad magnis eat.
Pa deliqua sitat. Pudanti dia int, si beatur, con consernam 
exped qui dolupti quodi nobis nonse nus dit volum 
volupta quatem aut perferro maximi.

Explanatory Diagram
(optional)

Explanatory Diagram
(optional)



REVISED SITE STRATEGY DIAGRAMS



REVISED SITE OBLIQUE



REVISED DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR SITE 



REVISED SITE PERSPECTIVES / COLLAGE VIEWS

(add additional boards as needed - minimum 2 views)



BUILDING DIAGRAMS

3D Program Diagram
(see examples)

Include legend / 
callouts as needed

Include legend / 
callouts as needed

3D Building 
Circulation Diagram
(see examples)







BUILDING FLOOR PLAN - GROUND LEVEL
1/8” = 1’ or 1/4” = 1’

Show immediate context around 
building to express how the site and 
building entrances/exits connect 

See examples on Box

Include legend / callouts as needed

Show floor textures, furniture 

Include relevant social distancing 
dimensions/guidelines   



BUILDING FLOOR PLAN - TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL LEVEL
1/8” = 1’ or 1/4” = 1’

Show immediate context around 
building grayed out (to show that it’s 
below the cut level)

Include legend / callouts as needed

Show floor textures, furniture

Include relevant social distancing 
dimensions/guidelines







3D BUILDING SECTION
Scale to be determined by each team/person

See examples on Box

Show people/activity inside, and building’s 
relationship to ground 

Show streets/bike lanes/sidewalks/vegetation and 
other site conditions as needed    









BUILDING SECTION DETAIL: AIRFLOW (2D OR 3D)
Scale to be determined by each team/person



RESIDENTIAL UNIT DETAILS (3D)
Scale to be determined by each team/person

One-person occupancy Two-person or family occupancy

Include legend / 
callouts as needed

Include legend / 
callouts as needed





EXTERIOR BUILDING RENDERING(S) OR COLLAGES 

(Minimum 1; add boards as needed)



INTERIOR BUILDING RENDERINGS OR COLLAGES

(Minimum 2; add boards as needed)



OPTIONAL: ADDITIONAL EXPLANATORY DIAGRAMS

Place where needed in presentation



OPTIONAL: PHYSICAL MODEL (SECTION CUT OR PLAN CUT)

Place where needed in presentation 





OPTIONAL: ANIMATION

Place where needed in presentation   


